Double Two Studios

Cool Script
Just Another Script
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy gods.

Handgloves

The Bohemian Rhapsody

Duc, Zephyre exsurgens, durum cum flatibus aequor.

Ginger or Tonic

Ale
Water

Frau von Schmopfhausen
BASIC CHARACTERS

Aa Bb Cc Dd
Ee Ff Gg Hh
Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv
Ww Xx Yy Zz
0123456789
ALTERNATE SETS OF NUMERALS

At Numerals 0-9 OpenType feature Stylistic Set 01 [.ss01] pulls out another alternate Number and the Stylistic Sets 02 to 05 [.ss02-.ss05] will transform your Number into a line of various length.
XXII Cool Script is packed with Tons of alternate Glyphs. This is an example of the t-Glyph showing the bunch (27!) of alternates to choose between.

Stylistic Alternates \( .ss01 - .ss08, .salt \)

Swashed Alternates \( .swsh - .swsh.ss02 \)

Swashed Alternates \( .swsh.ss03 - .swsh.ss09 \)

Final Alternates \( .fina.ss01 - .fina.ss09 \)
**HOW TO USE**

**IMPORTANT!**
FOR EASY USE OF ALTERNATE GlyphS
MAKE SURE YOU GOT ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
OR ADOBE INDESIGN.

**USE GlyphS-PALETTE!**
In Indesign & Illustrator to be found here “Type/Glyphs”.
1. Just type the words you want
2. Select the letters you want to replace.
3. Choose alternate from glyphs-palette. Here it’s easy to see if there is a cool swashed alternate.

The selected glyph will be selected in the glyphs-palette too.
DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

XXII Cool Script is packed with Tons of alternate Glyphs. This is an example of the discretionary ligatures.

Basic Letterforms

OpenType Feature "Discretionary Ligatures" activated

Klitmøller  Klitmøller

Molton  Molton

Christian  Christian

There  There

Discretionary Ligatures

Ch  KiSi th  aa  gg  it  itt  ll  mm

nn  ob  oh  ok  ol  oo  pp  re  rr  re  ss  st

st  fa  ti  to  tt  tt  tt  tt  tt  tt
INITIAL & FINAL FORMS

XXII Cool Script is packed with Tons of alternate Glyphs. This is an example of the initials and finals.

Automatic Positional Form

Automatic Positional Form
+ Stylistic Set 01

Automatic Positional Form
+ Stylistic Set 02

Final Form of “I” and its Alternates \( .fina - fina.ss03 \)
Blue Oyster Cult
A wonderful Pair of Scissors
Coral Reef
Martini
Ignoring the Guidelines
Zwei Boxkämpfer jagen Eva quer über Sylt
Doubletwo Studios
The Vibrant Typeface with a Ton of Alternates
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